
Campus Pro 
Enterprise-Wide 
Administrative Control

Campus Pro claims ‘Top Performer’ in administrative systems for private 

career colleges, academies and trade institutions. Its core feature is a 

ruggedly stable generic infrastructure that allows customization to 

your administrative hierarchy as well as your range of applications. 

This best-of-breed integrated, synchronized and secure information 

management system lets you navigate seamlessly across all registrar 

activities, student record keeping, accounting, regulatory compliance 

and importantly, cash flow projections. 

To discuss adapting Campus Pro  for your academy,  

please contact:

Tel: 1 866 528-6220 ex.103
Email: info@campuspro.ca

www.campuspro.ca

There is simply 
no product  

in the marketplace today  
that is better suited  

to the college environment 
than Campus Pro.



Hands-On
Management Power 

Campus Pro’s numerous competitive advantages are based on intensive 

research into multiple information management requirements across 

the private educational sector. Pharand Consulting Group, an innovative 

developer of web-based technology, also brings insights into real-time 

snags and failures encountered by users of popular brands of piecemeal 

administrative software. 

The benefit of this rigorous approach is a robust framework that offers 

superior integration and unrivalled dependability, accuracy and economy 

across all fields of your platform. Yet it is highly customizable as your 

administration evolves. Its intuitive interface and advanced reporting 

capabilities bring informed decision-making right to management’s 

desktop, with service and consultation quickly available from the 

Webmaster. 

Campus Pro’s accuracy and economy are field-proven, with zero data 

lost in transfer and zero downtime at all. Discover its operational 

sophistication in live demonstration format, or enter your own data in 

a real world tutorial. Compared for capabilities, accuracy, speed or any 

other parameter, Campus Pro is sure to impress you.

Designed  
for Customization

In design and features, Campus Pro makes migration from your legacy 

system a smooth transition. Pharand Consulting Group works hand-

in-hand to adapt Campus Pro precisely to your internal structure. Any 

procedure – recruitment, applications and admission, course enrolment, 

grades and transcripts, invoicing and tracking financials daily – can be 

written or fine-tuned either from company headquarters or on-site with 

your administrative staff. 

Campus Pro is scalable, allowing the system to expand as your school 

grows. Another important innovation gives users the ability to establish 

security protocol for confidentiality at any level in your organization  

and ensure compliance with privacy laws. Plans are to add modules  

for a continuously superior portfolio, and to ensure that customers  

gain productivity advantages and improved cost effectiveness. In cost-

savings terms, licensing and fee structures stand significantly below 

market averages.

Support 
Over the Long Term 

Campus Pro deploys expertise that delivers the solutions customers’ 

expect, as promised. That goes for implementation, training and 

support, as it does for responsiveness, updating and complying with 

PCCA accounting and all government regulations, even upon short 

notice. Customer service is readily available to alter reporting fields and 

refine summaries with true accuracy as your needs evolve. 

Weather you manage multiple campuses, thousands of records, and 

multi-million dollar revenues. You can plan on Campus Pro keeping 

your profitably on track for years into the future, without the necessity, 

inconvenience or cost of switching administrative systems again. 

Campus Pro allows you to manage your student files 
including Student contact information, Emergency contact 
information, Student loan or payment information, and 
Student photograph to be used for ID cards.

Our financial reporting 
allows you to keep a pulse 
on cash flow, payment 
plans/records as well 
as pre-paid unearned 
revenue.

Our programs and courses sections 
allows you to create and manage the 
details of each of your programs.

Introducing the one simple tool that will help organize your administrative records.


